
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

HEAVY DUTY EXHAUST FAN

5.10  To avoid the air flow back into inside from air duct or any 
equipment, the wind-pressure type shutter only be opened by air. 
Advise to install wind-resistant cover outside to avoid strong wind.
5.11 When the power is connected with charging directly, all-polarity 
switch that the contact gap is 3mm at least must be installed in the 
charging line. The yellow/green wire must be connected with ground. 
Blue wire must be connected with “N”, to be avoided danger, please 
replace the fan by professional worker.
5.12 This appliance is not intended for use by person(including 
children) with reduce physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of 
experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for 
their safety.
5.13 Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with 
the appliance. 
5.14 If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the 
manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to 
avoid a hazard.
5.15 This instructions for fixed appliances shall state how the appliance 
is to be fixed to its support.
Remark: Only English version of instruction manual provided and 
checked.

6. Maintenance
6.1 Cleaned the surface of the product indefinitely. Removing the dust 
with a soft cloth.

(WARNING: Never use any causticity liquid for cleaning 
the exhaust fan).



Powerful pure copper motor heavy duty exhaust fan can provide a 
long service life. This product can exhaust stuffy indoor air and pull 
in fresh outdoor air.

1. Use
This product is compliant to install inside of the porthole or on the 
professional bracket, regulating air and eliminating dust from one 
side of partition to another side in order to remove grime and warm 
gas, prevent gassing. It has enough air delivery, excellent 
performance, operation quietly, safety, reliability and so on. This 
product is apply to the normal factory, storage, public building place 
and so on. 

2. Specification
Product specification and other information are subject to change 
without notice.
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3. Electric Wiring 

4. Installation Diagram

5. Cautions
5.1 To be installed by professional worker.
5.2 Checked the voltage and frequency on the rating lable if 
according with the local power supply.
5.3 Checked the parts of the shape if distortion.
5.4 Checked the fitting quality and checked the motor if 
operated well by turn the blades before install,  don’t press or 
change the blades in random.
5.5 The distance between fan and floor is 2.5m at least. To be 
fastened on the wall or professional bracket with bolt and 
confirm fastness and safety before using.
5.6 Supply cord should be connected with national standards 
plug. When the power is connected with charging directly, all-
polarity switch that the contact gap is 3mm at least  must be 
installed in the charging line.
5.7 The yellow wire in the supply cord should be connection, 
and the product must be connected with the earth well.
5.8 If the supply cord damaged, should be sent to our company 
or exhange by appoint prefessional maintenance station, to be 
avoided danger.

   Name       Model NO.     Size       Voltage      Frequency    Power      RPM

FEF 12HD

FEF 16HD

FEF 18HD

(Hz) (W)

12

16

18

220-240V~

220-240V~

220-240V~

50

50

50

100

180

230

1400

1400

1400

Installation Size (mm)

   A          B          C          D          E          F       

390  315  320  295   250    8

480  385  410   395  275    8

560  436  470   495  300    8  
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